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California Health & Human Services Agency 
Center for Data Insights and Innovation 

Data Exchange Framework Implementation Advisory Committee Meeting 
Q&A Log (12:00 PM – 2:30 PM PT, March 19, 2024) 

 
The following table shows comments that were entered into the Zoom Q&A by public attendees during the March 19, 2024 meeting: 

Count Name Comment Response(s)1 
1 Lucy Johns Is Participant Directory a public 

document? If so, how access? If not, 
why not? Thanks. 

Yes, the Participant Directory Listing is available on the CDII 
DxF webpage and is updated at least weekly. 

2 Jim Hickman How do you define county or state 
agency? Is there a list? 

When organizations sign the DSA, they are asked to identify 
what type of organization they are. You can tell from the 
signatory listing on the CDII DxF webpage who has signed the 
DSA and what type of organization they are. 

3 Lucy Johns Speakers not showing. Would help 
remote participants to participate. 
Who thinks what? ;-) 

We're experiencing technical difficulties with getting the room 
camera connected. Thanks for your understanding. 

4 Ken Riomales Is the DxF planning to eventually post, 
or collect endpoints, or just the means 
of exchange for the participant 
directory? 

Collecting and publishing endpoints and other technical 
information in the Participant Directory has been discussed with 
stakeholders. Many believe this to be a technical security risk, 
and at this time we do not plan to collect this information. 
Instead, we are leveraging the endpoint directories that 
nationwide networks and frameworks, QHIOs, and other 
Intermediaries maintain. 

5 Lucy Johns Slide 22: No communication to 
consumer/patients of CA, whose 
health care will be transformed by all 
this?! Pl add? 99.9% have no idea. ;-) 

thank you for calling that out Lucy.  hopefully some of what 
Derek is speaking to fills some of the gap that you noticed on 
slide 22. 

6 Lucy Johns I guess I”m thinking about people who 
have no idea. How do you reach 
them? Just random tweets? I’m on 

live answered 

 
1 Responses may have been provided by various Data Exchange Framework Implementation Advisory Committee Members or Center for Data Insights and 
Innovation staff.  
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Count Name Comment Response(s)1 
LInkedIn - no notice. Newpapers, 
radio…too old-fashioned? ;-) 

7 Lucy Johns Thank you!  
8 Lucy Johns Suggestion re communication: 

MediCal plans, commercial plans 
might be channel to 
consumer/patients. Millions of people, 
known to their plans. Consider how to 
use those channels to inform actual, 
ultimate beneficiaries of this policy? 

Thanks for your suggestion. 

9 Lucy Johns TASC topic: Coordination/allignment 
with TEFCA options and CMS rules? 
People are at each others’ meetings 
but maybe systematic discussion of 
where things are done differently and 
how that affects interop? 

thank you 

10 Lucy Johns Re “counties”: Could you also identify 
*which dept/agency” in each county? 
Will these differ? In long term, which 
intra-county approach works for 
promoting interop? 

Not an answer, adding to the question - we need respond with 
both the health and human services agencies - both agencies 
are required to sign IMHO - TY 

11 Lucy Johns Thank you Dan! I”ve been harping on 
that for a very long time! 

live answered 

12 Lucy Johns …harping on patient opt-out…The 
more consumer/patients know about 
potential for their data to fly all over 
the place, the more this question will 
come up. No one here wants opt-out 
to become prevalent. But ability to do 
that is essential for trust in this policy 
innovation (interop networks). 

Noted. Thank you. 

13 Ken Riomales Almost impossible to filter AB352 data 
if its integrated within notes. 

your feedback aligns with comments from Troy  thanks 

14 Lucy Johns Downstream outcomes…this is so 
questionable in terms of association 

Will look into downstream outcomes. 
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with this policy, not to mention 
attribution. All things being equal, 
aside from this attempt to improve 
health or utilization stats, will *never* 
be the case. Do re-think. ;-) 

 

Total Count of Zoom Q&A comments: 14 
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		Count

		Name

		Comment

		Response(s)[footnoteRef:2] [2:  Responses may have been provided by various Data Exchange Framework Implementation Advisory Committee Members or Center for Data Insights and Innovation staff. ] 




		1

		Lucy Johns

		Is Participant Directory a public document? If so, how access? If not, why not? Thanks.

		Yes, the Participant Directory Listing is available on the CDII DxF webpage and is updated at least weekly.



		2

		Jim Hickman

		How do you define county or state agency? Is there a list?

		When organizations sign the DSA, they are asked to identify what type of organization they are. You can tell from the signatory listing on the CDII DxF webpage who has signed the DSA and what type of organization they are.



		3

		Lucy Johns

		Speakers not showing. Would help remote participants to participate. Who thinks what? ;-)

		We're experiencing technical difficulties with getting the room camera connected. Thanks for your understanding.



		4

		Ken Riomales

		Is the DxF planning to eventually post, or collect endpoints, or just the means of exchange for the participant directory?

		Collecting and publishing endpoints and other technical information in the Participant Directory has been discussed with stakeholders. Many believe this to be a technical security risk, and at this time we do not plan to collect this information. Instead, we are leveraging the endpoint directories that nationwide networks and frameworks, QHIOs, and other Intermediaries maintain.



		5

		Lucy Johns

		Slide 22: No communication to consumer/patients of CA, whose health care will be transformed by all this?! Pl add? 99.9% have no idea. ;-)

		thank you for calling that out Lucy.  hopefully some of what Derek is speaking to fills some of the gap that you noticed on slide 22.



		6

		Lucy Johns

		I guess I”m thinking about people who have no idea. How do you reach them? Just random tweets? I’m on LInkedIn - no notice. Newpapers, radio…too old-fashioned? ;-)

		live answered



		7

		Lucy Johns

		Thank you!

		



		8

		Lucy Johns

		Suggestion re communication: MediCal plans, commercial plans might be channel to consumer/patients. Millions of people, known to their plans. Consider how to use those channels to inform actual, ultimate beneficiaries of this policy?

		Thanks for your suggestion.



		9

		Lucy Johns

		TASC topic: Coordination/allignment with TEFCA options and CMS rules? People are at each others’ meetings but maybe systematic discussion of where things are done differently and how that affects interop?

		thank you



		10

		Lucy Johns

		Re “counties”: Could you also identify *which dept/agency” in each county? Will these differ? In long term, which intra-county approach works for promoting interop?

		Not an answer, adding to the question - we need respond with both the health and human services agencies - both agencies are required to sign IMHO - TY



		11

		Lucy Johns

		Thank you Dan! I”ve been harping on that for a very long time!

		live answered



		12

		Lucy Johns

		…harping on patient opt-out…The more consumer/patients know about potential for their data to fly all over the place, the more this question will come up. No one here wants opt-out to become prevalent. But ability to do that is essential for trust in this policy innovation (interop networks).

		Noted. Thank you.



		13

		Ken Riomales

		Almost impossible to filter AB352 data if its integrated within notes.

		your feedback aligns with comments from Troy  thanks



		14

		Lucy Johns

		Downstream outcomes…this is so questionable in terms of association with this policy, not to mention attribution. All things being equal, aside from this attempt to improve health or utilization stats, will *never* be the case. Do re-think. ;-)

		Will look into downstream outcomes.
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